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Innovative British Fencing Solutions

Our state of the art drawing office 
uses the latest in Autocad design 
ensuring both compatibility and 
accuracy with your individual site 
requirements.

Paramount Steel Fence has 
manufactured in the UK since 
1984. With over 30 years of 
experience we can provide 
secure solutions for use in most 
environments.

All of our products are designed 
to provide the end user with years 
of trouble free service. We offer 
Galvanising, Pre treated systems, 
and Powder coating in any RAL 
colour within our product portfolio.

Operating a national fleet of HGV 
vehicles including rigid lorries 
and articulated units, ensures 
we maintain fast and reliable 
distribution of our products 
around the UK.

  Autocad Design   UK Manufacturing   Long Life Cycle   National Deliveries

A popular fence for both commercial and recreational facilities, our 

vertical bar fencing offers a traditional appearance which is combined 

with strength, rigidity and durability in one product.

  Supplied Galvanised to BSEN 1461 with optional powder 

coating in any RAL colour

  Choose from our three different types of topping, 

and our three different types of panel

  Choose from our various panel types all supplied 

with tamper proof fixings

 Optional BS1722 part 9 compliance

This fencing is manufactured in the form of welded panels, with two 

horizontal rails constructed from flat or RHS steel sections, welded at 

the intersections. Square or round infill bars can be specified: standard 

heights include 1.0m, 1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m, 2.0m, 2.1m and 2.4m. 

Custom heights are available to order. Each panel is typically 2.75m 

wide and contains 22 upright tubes per bay. There is a choice of two 

round tube sizes of either 25mm or 32mm. The square tube is normally 

25mm x 25mm.

Vertical bar fencing

Paramount vertical bar fencing has been designed to 
offer a configurable specification which can be specifically 
selected to meet the requirements of most applications.
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Vertical infill bars can be specified from three 
different head types, which range from the 
standard flat top, blunt top or the popular 
rounded top. For safety reasons we do not 
recommend the use of pointed tops below 
heights of 1.8m.

Vertical bar fence panels can be erected on level ground with ease. We 

offer non-standard posts and stepped or raked panels to overcome 

issues with varying ground levels. 

The vertical bar family can be mounted to wall tops with the use of 

bolt-down base plates, or alternatively can be built directly into the 

wall at the time of construction.

For more information about Vertical bar 
fencing please contact our sales team 
on 01782 833333

Applications include:

 Garden Centres

 Parks

 Residential Areas

 Heritage Sites

 Schools

 Universities

 General Commercial

 Prestige Facilities


